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Sonjia
PELTON-SAM

A Skilled and Creative Communicator, Sonjia uses her wide range of experience from 
Being a wife, mother, ministry worker, owning a successful salon for years to now being 
an educator in the public school system to help her clients Creatively Transform their 
Lives Into Greatness From The Inside Out. Sonjia’s unique methods help to make You 

Well rounded in all 4 areas of your life: Mind, Body, Spirit, and Style.

Services Provided For
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, EDUCATION/ SCHOOLS, 
CHURCHES, & ORGANIZATIONS  

Types of Services  

SPEAKING, CONFERENCES/ WORKSHOPS, 
CORPORATE EVENTS, PARTIES, MINI RETREATS
(Kids, Youth, Adults)

Need a speaker that’s going to be exciting and lead your team or group to be more Laser Focused, Acquire Clear Vision, and Activate that Vision 

to manifest Success Now, bring Clarity and Balance? Look no further.

Sonjia Pelton-Sam, known as ”The GLAM Coac”, uses fun, creative, and a very direct style of coaching and teaching to impart and deliver genuine 

solutions to people from all walks of life. The GLAM Factor system is a 4 part system that is well rounded to work for strategic and continuous 

progress in the mind, body, spirit, and style. This program works for Corporations, Schools, Churches, Entrepreneurs, House Wives, College 

students, Jail and Prison reform; and teens, Youth, and Kids. This is a one size fits all program because of the way it is designed. 

Presentations are Educational, Entertaining, Informative, and Results Driven. Giving you Clarity, Strategy, 

and Execution that shifts your DESTINY Forward NOW!!!

DESTINY Kits on sale NOW!!!

E-mail info @allaboutglam.org or call 1-844-888-GLAM (4526)

Sonija works with individuals, organizations, and companies 

(big and small), to help you capture your vision & bring it to pass.

She coaches you through placing those big pieces of the puzzle of life in just the 

right spots so every piece of your life fits & is compartmentalized, and in its rightful place. 

Bringing you order, organization, clarity and focus, so you know what is really important...

Sonjia helps you create YOUR own step by step DESTINY BLUE PRINT that builds success 

in the 4 most important areas of your life: mind, body, spirit and style.  

Books Available on Amazon & Kindle: 
DESTINY Board, GLAMTASTIC Affirmation, How to Create a GLAMTASTIC DESTINY Board
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